
 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
  

 
 

  

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

   
   
    

  
 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
  

~ County Council 

The Early Years Special Educational Needs Service 

Celebratory Checkpoints: steps to success for children with SEND 

Introduction 

The over-riding principles of the new ‘development matters’ support the need for 
increased adult child interaction, reflect the importance of communication and 
language and has at its heart a desire to ensure all children receive high quality care. 
A further intent is that the gap between the disadvantaged and their peers reduces. 
Over recent years evidence has shown whilst children in the early years have been 
making progress, the gap between the disadvantaged and their peers remains 
consistent. 

The first months and years of a child’s life set the stage for lifelong learning and 
development. Most children will make progress within developmental norms and the 
development matters checkpoints support practitioners with monitoring this. 

However, for those children not making progress within developmental norms the SEN 
Code of Practice 2015 requires that schools and settings approach the needs of 
children with special educational needs using a ‘graduated response’. When 
considering that the graduated response talks about the need to: 

- identify barriers to learning 
- set outcomes 
- measure progress against outcomes as part of the assess, plan do review model 

this can appear counter intuitive to the ethos the reforms. However, it is essential that 
children with SEND continue to be assessed in a way that is ‘useful’, ‘time efficient’ and 
meets the requirements of the SEN Code of Practice. (see later section on the 
graduated response in more detail) 

With the removal of the ages and stages it may be harder to evidence progress or 
provide evidence for additional resources or as part of the requirements of the 
graduated response whilst adhering to the SEN Code of Practice. 

Birth to 3 is a crucial time for development. Throughout this stage children who are 
developing at different rates may take longer to show progress between the 
checkpoints. A child with significant developmental delay may take months or years to 
move from through the developmental checkpoints. 

Ages and stages have been replaced by 3 developmental pathways. When 
considering this in the context of children with SEND the Birth to 3 pathway is vast 
and potentially leaves a massive assessment void for SEND practitioners. Many 
children with SEND rely on smaller steps of measurable progress. The checkpoints 



   

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 

 

 
   

 
 

 
 

 
  

Derbyshire Early Years SEN Service - Celebratory Checkpoints. Birth to 3 
WIien ctJnsidering to what extent these iMpect> of deve/opmenl ;,re being observed 9!1d supported, we should 3/wa}'5 have in mind the ;,spects of foundab·onal teaming that 

+ iiccompany and underpin the play and inleraolion we see. 

Executive function includes the chil · · , hold in ormatlon ., m111d, focu ention, think flexibly, inh it impulsive II,; av10ur 
These ab ·es contribu1e to he chi ·Iity to self-regulate, • · g, plan what to do and allapt, regu t <> 
strong f<>eling;, be pa en use language to 

uide ir actions an 
The 7 C'sot 
resilience. 

Competence 
1 ea achieve 
andmal<e 
progress. 

Confidence 
I have ago 

a!ldkeep on 
!tying 

Connection 
I feel safe 

secure in 

tions ips; 
who 

support 
and who I 
ask for 

[J/6 lhe baby u6ing speech s<NJnd& (babbling) ro communicate with adulo;? 

[JDoe.s Ille child make Heel ing eye co tact,, a ad It who is ta.I · or turn head towards a sound and locate v · h 
accuracy? 

fJooes Ille child watch and follow adult mo,ements, i;Q~l/. and imitaie for example sm _ in response to as ·ng adul! or 
in re,porue to ~~/ay'.hmgs or imitate s1icl<ing to gue out? 

JJo oe.s Ille child stop crying in resporrua to a soothing voice, stop and sfill on aring eir name? 

fJooe; Ille child comm ica te need {e,g,hung,y) and eelings (e.11, noom ov.able or annoyed} in a variety of ways 
· ing bab , crying, squea g, and g rg ling. or vocalise mo,e wh adult uses child directed ; ~eh? 

fJ Around 6 months doe. the baby respond to tamiTi;,r voice., rum m rheir own name and 'take wms ' in 
conversJlion. with babbling? 

JJooes Ille child respo d o action rhymes sue as round the garde or show a preference or some sounds and disUke 
of ott.ers? 

fJooe; 11,., child beg in to associate meaning ors 
prot;,5t the end of an a<:livity? 

~ anricipation of activities " ith aid of objects of reference or cry o 

fJooe:s e child explore wi a sfro119 sense of impu e. 
demonstra1e tlte desire for more of an activity'? 

nd fa!l11 r ems to adult o req es1 and clearly 

J1ooe5 Ille child gesture o or still or stop what llley are doin11 "hen a Its. akes head a says ·no· in 
exaggera;ed voice? 

JJ Around 12 monrhs. doe. the baby lllke iumo by babbling and using single wordti? Doe. rhe b.tby poinc m 
rhin • and t.1oe e.rure m .how rh · • ro adula; and sPtare inrere.a;? 

Foundational skills 
Characteristics of Effective 
Leaming 
PI.tying and explonng - I 
r~ thal my actions ~ 
el'.'<ff~~QQ the world , so I 
repea them. 

I reach for and accept obje<:ts , 
ma ing choices and explonng 
drfferen1 resources and 
materia _ 

I p lan and lhink a "Sid aboui 
how to explore or play wi1h 
objects. 

I guide my own · · J and 
a,_rfons by tal · to myself 
wh _ yw111. 

I make independent choices 
a d do thin9= indeoendenlfy 
tha1 I have been previously 
taught 

I can collaborate and _ arn 
alongside my pee s 

will help significantly but for children with complex SEND the celebratory checkpoints 
have been developed to help practitioners ask smaller step questions as part of the 
progress conversation. 

The celebratory checkpoints have been devised by Derbyshire Early Year’s SEN team 
for use with young children who have significant barriers to learning. Through the 
celebratory checkpoints it is hoped the progress of all children can be celebrated. 

The celebratory checkpoints are central within the document but are surrounded by the 
foundational skills that underpin learning and development. Here is an example of the 
communication and language birth to 3 profile. 

Foundational skills 

Foundation skills are the basis in which we learn. These skills underpin and support a 
child’s ability to learn. They have been described as ‘the learning to learn skills’, ‘the 
foundational skills’, ‘the characteristics of effective learning’, the 7 C’s of resilience, the 
Leuven scales of engagement and wellbeing’, ‘executive function and self- regulation’ 
to name but a few. 

These foundational skills run parallel and are ongoing throughout the celebratory 
checkpoints. 

As an example: being resilient and persisting. Consider a baby getting a dummy from 
hand to mouth, the toddler who pulls to stand again and again when dropping back to 
their bottom, the child who turns a wooden shape to make it fit in the inset puzzle, the 
child who controls a wobble and lifts their feet from the floor to balance on a balance 
bike. These are all aspects of the same intrinsic skills of persisting, being resilient, 
having a go, and bouncing back but, all are different and yet the same. 



 
  

  

   
 

   
 

 
  

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
  

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

   
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

  
 

 

 
 

 

Characteristics of effective teaching and learning 
The characteristics have lifelong impact. For children with SEND these characteristics, 
skills and strategies are just as much a part of learning but sometimes are in 
themselves a barrier to how children with SEND access and engage with both the 
environment and others. Often, they need to be seen and supported in different ways 
and will develop at different rates. 

For example, consider for a moment ‘Active learning’ and the ability to understand and 
anticipate routines, for children with SEND this may include more overt environmental 
cues and strategies such as objects of reference but with these in place children with 
SEND will more readily understand and anticipate routines. 

Self-regulation and executive function 
These are aspects that children with SEND often find difficult, for example the ability to 
adapt to change, or the feelings of strong emotions that overwhelm them and find it 
difficult to bounce back. 

The 7C’s of resilience 
Resilience is key to learning. They overlap with many of the fundamental skills and 
strategies of learning. As seen on the document the 7C’s are key to resilient learning. 

Leuven signs of engagement 
The extent to which the child can independently access their environment, how 
engaged or passive a child is and how much adult support and modelling is required to 
enable moments of engagement will be of consideration when discussing learning, 
moments of celebration and progress of children will complex SEND. 

Graduated response 

The SEND Code of Practice requires that schools and settings support the individual 
needs of children through a graduated response. In order to support settings and 
schools to do this Derbyshire’s response has been to create a menu of optional 
resources which reflects the 3 levels of the SEND graduated response. Universal, 
targeted and specialist levels. 

As the child moves through the assess, plan, do, review model of the graduated response 
they also move through these various levels of support. 
Universal being that which is available to all children and usually needs are met 
through differentiation or small group work. 

Targeted level builds on the observational evidence of the child’s progress and 
requires more intervention targeted to the individual child. Learning outcomes reflect 
specific objectives for the child based on developmental profiling. 

Specialist levels usually means the support of external agencies and support 
services. It can also mean additional funding or an EHCP. 

This menu of support will be available to all providers and is also part of the 
new ‘Derbyshire approach to the Graduated response’ 
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Measuring progress at targeted level is often the gateway to higher levels of support. 
So, at targeted level we have used what we know about supporting children with 

complex SEND to expand the EYFS checkpoints into celebratory checkpoints. These 
reflect the emphasis of the responsibility for progress on the adult by asking questions. 
It is not a skill-based list to be ticked off. 

By asking questions as part of the progress discussion, parents and professionals will 
be able to celebrate success and agree new outcomes as part of the assess plan do 
review model. 

How to use the Celebratory Checkpoints 

The celebratory checkpoints have been devised by the Derbyshire Early Year’s 
SEN team for use with young children who have significant cognitive difficulties. 

The celebratory checkpoints have been developed with the following documentation 
in mind: 

- Revised EYFS 
- Development matters 
- Derbyshire small steps prime areas overview 
- Derbyshire small steps prime and specific documentation 
- Celebratory approach 
- SEND Code of Practice. 
-

The celebratory checkpoints are intended to support ongoing observation and 
assessment by asking questions of what may be seen within the prime areas. 
They can also be used to access support services and additional resources by 
answering the questions with the child’s narrative. 

The celebratory checkpoints are not a tick list to be worked through but are a 
springboard for discussion between parents and professionals. 

Within each of the prime areas you will note 3 different icons 

Communication Personal social Physical 
and language and emotional development 

development 

Here we have the PSED example which demonstrates how the celebratory 
checkpoints have been expanded to give greater breadth to the professional 
discussion. Development matters checkpoints are in blue. 



 
 

 

                

 
 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

  

  

         

    

  

 

 
 

The Derbyshire Early Years SEN Service - Celebratory Checkpoints. Birth to 3 
When considering lo i.\lhat extent these aspects of development are being obseNed and supported, we should always have in mind the aspects of foundational learning that 
acrompany end underpin the play end /nler,ctlon""' ""'· 

Executive function inciudes the child's ability to, h°'d information in mind, focus their attention, think flexibly, inhibit impulsive behaviour. 
These abilities contribute to the chikt's growing ability lo sett-regulate, concentrate their thinking, plan what to do next, monitor what they are doing and adapt, regulate 
strong feelings, be patient for what they want and bounce back when things get difficult Language development is central to self-regulation: children use language lo 
ouide their actions and clans. Pretend ola,· aives manv onnnrtunities for children to focus their thinkina. oers.ist and n l;1n ;1h P:wt. 

The 7 C's of 
....__. ___ 

foundational 1kill1 
retll~ nce. Smlll-CellllnlaryCllecl!polnla Charactori1tlc1 or 

Effective Learnina 
Competence I ·•··· Playing and e1Q>lonng - I 
can achieve 'A'ls the child comforted by touch, people's k~ and voices. can they be soothed with a cuddle, stop crying when r~thal my actions hilxe. 
and malce picked up or smile in response to touch and sound. seeking contaci with others? AA #le~ PJl the wor1d, so t 
progress, ..... repeat them. 

wooos the chll<I, laugh and gurgle, smiles, and makes sound In response 10 eye contact or ron01v a moving objecl with 
Connoonce l lnleresl? I reach for and accept 
have a go and ..... objects, making choices and 
keep on lf}'ing 'A'Qoes the child suck on hands or clothes to pacify°' self4 calm, cry if adult attention ends, show distress at being left exploring different resources 

alone or wary of unfamiliu events? and materiafs . 
Connection I ..... 
feet safe and ••· At around 7 montm, does the baby rupond to their name and respond to the emotions in your voice? I plan and think ahead about 
secure In my +lr 'A·ooes the child resPQ"ld differently to familiar volce-.s than unfamiliar vofCes. or smile more often to familiar rather h01v to e)(lllore or play with 
relationships; I than unfamiliar people? objecls. 
know who will ..... 
support me ..,.Does the child show anticipation of routines when many cues are given e.g. flannel moving towards face or the smell I guide my own thinking and 
and who I can and sound of dinner preparation? actions t,y talking to myself 
ask for help 

·lol 1-'ooes the child attend lo two people at once and scan between them? 
wflile playing. 

Characte, 1 i' .. I make Independent choices 
have a unique ..,.Does the child show a range of emotions such as pleasure fear and excitement, enjoy peek a boo game? and do things independently 
personality, ... ~ that I have been previously 
interests. and -.: Does the child show an awareness of being imitated, respond to a mirror by smiting and moving or follow the gaze of taught an adult? 
strengths ... 

1-'ooes lhe chll<I use v,lce, geslure, eye contact and facial expression to /Mll.~J.llll~\111\h people and keep their I can cottaborate and learn 
Conttlbutlon I attention, are they attecli>nate giving hugs and kisses? alongside my peer, 
make a ... 
difference to -.'Does the child hand an object to an adult lo request or continue more of s turn taking response or inifjate turn taking 

interaction? 

* 

It is important to note that not all of these questions need to be answered as part 
of the progress discussion, use your knowledge of the child to start with questions 
which reflect opportunities for celebration but also where you have begun to 
identify that ‘different from and additional to’ is required to help the child 
demonstrate the confidence to independently succeed in answering these 
questions. 

Where the child has been identified as requiring ‘different from and additional to’ 
and through the professional discussion during cycles of assess, plan, do, it may 
be agreed that further resources are required to support the child. This could 
include referral for Early Years Inclusion Funding. The checkpoints can be used to 
support this referral. 

By taking the questions identified and adding narrative within the referral form 
(see example taken from the EYIF sample application below) it is possible to 
describe barriers to learning and the additional support provided within setting as 
part of the graduated response. 

Personal, social and emotional development: 

Between the ages of two and three does the child start to enjoy the company of others and 

want to play with them? 

Does the child take a toy to a familiar adult for them to make it work, enjoy sharing 

new experiences with a range of adults and begin to copy actions in play activities with 

adults, occasionally sharing resources? 

Billy seems happy to be in Nursery and does not become distressed when separating from 
parents. He will engage with staff in peek a boo games and enjoys a game where he runs to an 
adult to be picked up and swung round. 



      
 

    
    

  
 

 

 
 

 
  

 
 

  
 

 
 

 
 
 

Billy plays alongside other children and does not appear to notice them unless they have a 
toy he wants. He will then snatch and become very distressed if he can’t have the toy. 
Billy will sometimes cry, throw himself on the floor and bang his head against any available 
surface for no clearly apparent reason taking a long time to calm down. We have found that 
giving him a soft blanket and cushion helps him calm down sooner. 

This narrative does not need to be provided for all questions. 

Conclusion 

The celebratory checkpoints were devised by the Derbyshire Early Years Special 
Educational Needs team for use with young children at a targeted level of the 
graduated response. They are not a highlighted tick list. The intention is that through 
the additional questions to answer parents and professionals will have opportunity to 
share and celebrate the strengths of an individual child and also reflect on the barriers 
to learning and set agreed short term outcomes and seek additional support as 
appropriate. 

The Derbyshire EYSEN team share this document with you as part of their support 
within the graduated response however this is an option for use, settings are free to 
use other assessment profiles as they see fit to provide support for the child and 
evidence for additional resources. 



 




